Dead Man’s Party Revision –
Wednesday,
and
the
NEW
character arrives.
By Holly Lisle
Today, just like Monday and yesterday, was 100% new words.
2115 of them at final count, probably about twice that many
that I actually wrote to get the ones I kept.
Everything I wrote today required new settings, new names, a
completely different starting point — every single word was
brand new.
So what makes this a revision, rather than a different first
draft?
The fact that this time through, I know exactly where I’m
going and why, what I have to accomplish with each chapter to
get it to the end that I know is coming, and what each scene
has to do.
I have my provisional outline, the weight of an entire first
draft and entire write-in revision and the brutal crucible of
the week spent in the Monastery building my focus outline.
All the crud fell away from the story when I did that, and
what I’m writing now is stronger. Better.
Still going to have to have a deep edit by Matt, still going
to have to be bug-hunted by my bug hunters.
But… even though every word is new, this is pure final
revision, and I’ve been here before with other books.
So…
Today, my Goddess of the Underworld had help from the new

secondary character I realized during revision I was going to
have to bring in to show the world through the eyes of a
normal human being who had been one of those most harmed by
the world before the Apocalypse.
I ended up writing about twice as many words as I kept. Had to
keep tossing out the “As you know, Bobs” that tried to creep
in.
But it was a good writing day.
Now onto the next stuff.
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